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Abstract

Background: In this study, a single-trait genomic model (STGM) is compared with a multiple-trait genomic model
(MTGM) for genomic prediction using conventional estimated breeding values (EBVs) calculated using a conventional
single-trait and multiple-trait linear mixed models as the response variables. Three scenarios with and without missing
data were simulated; no missing data, 90% missing data in a trait with high heritability, and 90% missing data in a trait
with low heritability. The simulated genome had a length of 500 cM with 5000 equally spaced single nucleotide
polymorphism markers and 300 randomly distributed quantitative trait loci (QTL). The true breeding values of
each trait were determined using 200 of the QTLs, and the remaining 100 QTLs were assumed to affect both
the high (trait I with heritability of 0.3) and the low (trait II with heritability of 0.05) heritability traits. The genetic
correlation between traits I and II was 0.5, and the residual correlation was zero.

Results: The results showed that when there were no missing records, MTGM and STGM gave the same
reliability for the genomic predictions for trait I while, for trait II, MTGM performed better that STGM. When
there were missing records for one of the two traits, MTGM performed much better than STGM. In general, the
difference in reliability of genomic EBVs predicted using the EBV response variables estimated from either the
multiple-trait or single-trait models was relatively small for the trait without missing data. However, for the trait
with missing data, the EBV response variable obtained from the multiple-trait model gave a more reliable genomic
prediction than the EBV response variable from the single-trait model.

Conclusions: These results indicate that MTGM performed better than STGM for the trait with low heritability and for
the trait with a limited number of records. Even when the EBV response variable was obtained using the multiple-trait
model, the genomic prediction using MTGM was more reliable than the prediction using the STGM.
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Background
The availability of genome-wide markers, such as single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers, has made it pos-
sible to predict breeding values of candidate animals using
genomic information. The genomic prediction principle
was first proposed by Meuwissen et al. [1]. A typical gen-
omic prediction procedure is to estimate simultaneously
the effects of all the SNPs available in the genotype data,
and then to sum up all the predicted SNP effects as the
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genomic estimated breeding value (GEBV). Selection based
on the GEBV is called genomic selection. Because GEBV is
calculated based on genetic marker information rather
than on phenotypic information, genomic selection can
shorten the generation interval, while maintaining the ac-
curacy of the estimated breeding value (EBV) at an accept-
able level [1,2]. Genomic selection is especially useful for
low heritability traits, sex-limited traits, and traits that are
difficult or expensive to measure, such as carcass, health,
longevity, and fertility traits. The advantages of genomic se-
lection have been corroborated by simulation and empir-
ical studies [1-5]. Recently, genomic selection has been
successfully implemented in dairy cattle breeding programs
in many countries to accelerate the genetic progress and
reduce the cost of progeny testing [6-9].
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Numerous genomic selection studies have focused on
single-trait analyses. However, many traits are genetically
correlated, such as the reproductive and milk yield traits
in dairy cattle and these traits may have different herita-
bilities. Some traits, such as feed efficiency, may be re-
corded only in a small number of animals because of the
difficulty of measuring them. Like traditional genetic
evaluation, a multiple-trait model is expected to increase
the accuracy of the GEBV by making use of information
from genetically correlated traits. The benefit of using a
multiple-trait model will be more profound for traits
with low heritability and a small number of phenotypic
records. Multiple-trait models for genomic prediction
have been reported recently [10-14]. It has been shown
that a multiple-trait genomic model (MTGM) had higher
prediction accuracy than a single-trait genomic model
(STGM).
Bayesian variable selection methods generally outper-

form linear mixed models; often called the genomic best
linear unbiased prediction (GBLUP) method [1,15]. How-
ever, the advantage of Bayesian methods over GBLUP is
dependent on the genetic architecture [16], such as the
number of quantitative trait loci (QTLs) and the density
of the markers. Clark et al. [17] found that GBLUP pro-
duced slightly better prediction accuracy than the BayesB
model when a trait was affected by a large number of
QTLs with small effects. Similar trends were observed by
Coster et al. [18] and Li et al. [19]. Many studies using real
data have reported that GBLUP performs as well as Bayes-
ian variable selection models for most traits [20-22]. Ober
et al. [23] showed that BayesB was less accurate than
GBLUP in predicting phenotypes of QTLs based on the
genomic sequence data of Drosophila melanogaster. The
main advantages of GBLUP over Bayesian methods are, its
implementation is straightforward using existing residual
maximum likelihood (REML) and BLUP programs, and it
requires less computation time, which can be an import-
ant factor in the practical application of a genomic predic-
tion method. Although some studies have shown that
computing time for Bayesian models can be reduced
greatly using the expectation–maximization (EM) and
variational Bayes algorithms [19,24], GBLUP models (at
either the SNP or individual animal levels) are still attract-
ive approaches in practical genomic evaluations [6,7,25].
Three types of response variables that have been used

widely to predict the GEBV are EBV, daughter yield devi-
ation (DYD), and deregressed proof (DRP) [9,13,14,26].
The EBV of a bull is calculated from the information of
all available relatives including the daughters. The DYD
of a bull is the average of the daughters’ actual perfor-
mances adjusted for fixed and non-genetic random ef-
fects and genetic effects of the daughters’ dams. The
DRP is derived from the EBV [27] and can be considered
as an analogue of DYD. Because EBV is estimated from
the information of all relatives, the reliability of EBV is
higher than that of DYD or DRP. Furthermore, EBV can
be obtained directly from a database of routine genetic
evaluations. Our previous simulation study showed that,
in genomic prediction, using the conventional EBV as
the response variable gave slightly better results than
using DYD in most scenarios [26]. In practical routine
genetic evaluation, EBV (and also DRP or DYD) is usu-
ally calculated using multiple-trait models. This poses an
important question: are MTGMs needed if a multiple-
trait model is used to derive the response variables?
The objective of this study was to compare a STGM

and a MTGM for genomic prediction using conventional
EBVs estimated with a conventional single-trait linear
mixed model and a conventional multiple-trait linear
mixed model as response variables. The comparison was
carried out using data from various simulation scenarios
considering heritability of two genetically correlated
traits and the proportion of missing records in the data
for the two traits.

Materials and methods
Simulation schemes
Genomic predictions were obtained using both a STGM
and MTGM with simulated data for two genetically cor-
related traits. Trait I was assumed to have high heritabil-
ity (h2 = 0.3) and trait II was assumed to have low
heritability (h2 = 0.05). The genetic correlation was set as
0.5 and the residual error correlation was 0.
In the simulation scheme, the initial population com-

prised 50 sires and 50 dams, and this structure was kept
constant for 50 historical generations. Then the popula-
tion was extended to 1,000 sires and 200,000 dams.
Thereafter, four generations (G1–G4) were generated to
obtain the data used for the analysis. The population
was assumed to be under random mating conditions
with no overlapping generations. In G1–G4, all the bulls
were genotyped and all the cows had a phenotypic rec-
ord. The G1–G3 bulls were used as “reference animals”
and their EBVs were used as the response variables for
the genomic predictions; the G4 bulls were used as
“validation animals”.
The simulations also generated reference populations

with a small amount of data for one of the two traits. To
simplify the simulation and analysis without losing the
generality of the data, traits with a small number of re-
cords were handled by masking the EBVs of some indi-
viduals in the reference population, instead of by generating
incomplete phenotype data. In this way, three response vari-
able datasets were generated: (1) no missing EBVs for either
of the traits; (2) no missing EBVs for trait II, but 90%
of the EBVs for trait I were missed at random (i.e. the
EBVs of only 300 of the 3000 bulls in the reference
population were used for genomic prediction); and (3)
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no missing EBVs of trait I, but 90% of the EBVs for
trait II were missed at random.
The simulated genome consisted of five chromosomes

(100 cM each). A total of 5000 biallelic SNP markers
were spaced equally across the whole genome at dis-
tances of 0.1 cM. Three hundred biallelic QTLs were
generated and divided randomly into three groups (100
each). One hundred of the QTLs affected only trait I,
100 affected only trait II, and 100 affected traits I and II.
The QTL positions were located randomly according to
the gene distribution in the first 500 cM of the standard
mouse genome (NCBI 2005). The QTL effects were
drawn from a gamma distribution with a shape param-
eter of 0.84 and scale parameter of 5.4, and assigned
positive or negative by equal chance. Hayes and God-
dard [28] noted that published estimates of QTL effects
resembled a gamma distribution with shape parameter
of 0.4. However, generally, only the QTLs that are statis-
tically significant are reported in the literature. This con-
ditional reporting can lead to a marked upward bias of
the shape parameter [29]. Therefore, in the present
study, a more representative shape parameter of 0.64
was chosen. A scale parameter of 5.4 was chosen arbi-
trarily because the variance of the resulting EBVs was
standardized before use. The 100 pleiotropic QTLs were
assumed to have the same effect for both traits; there-
fore, the expected genetic correlation between the two
traits is 0.5. All QTL effects were assumed to be addi-
tive. True breeding values (TBV) were calculated by
summing all the QTL effects and subsequently scaling
them to a realized genetic variance of 1. Phenotypic
value was generated as the sum of the TBVs and a ran-
dom residual sampled from a normal distribution N(0,
(1-h2)/h2).

Statistical models
The GEBVs were predicted using the performance and
genotype information of the bulls in the reference popu-
lation. The genomic prediction model used in this study
was GBLUP, which is a linear mixed model with a gen-
omic relationship matrix.
The STGM is defined as:

y ¼ 1μþ Zgþ e ð1Þ

where y is the vector of response variables (the conven-
tional EBV was used in this study), 1 is the vector with
elements of 1, μ is the intercept, g is the vector of gen-
omic breeding values, Z is the design matrix that associ-
ates genomic breeding values with response variables,
and e is the vector of random residuals. It is assumed
that geN 0;Gσ2g

� �
, where σ2g is additive genetic variance

and G is the realized relationship matrix calculated from
the SNP marker information, and eeN 0; Iσ2e

� �
, where σ2

e

is residual variance and I is the n × n identity matrix. A
detailed description of how G is computed can be found
in VanRaden [30] and Hayes et al. [6].
The MTGM is defined as:
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is the vector of response variables of traits I

and II, I1 and I2 are the identity matrices,
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� �
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vector of intercepts of traits I and II,
g1
g2

� �
is the vector

of genomic breeding values of the two traits, Z1 and Z2

are the design matrix that associate genomic breeding

values with response variables, and
e1
e2

� �
is the vector of

random residuals of the two traits. It is assumed that

g1
g2

� �eN 0;G⊗Hð Þ, where H ¼ σ2g1 σg12
σg12 σ2
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" #
is the vari-

ance and covariance matrix of the genomic breeding

values of the two traits, and
e1
e2

� �eN 0; I⊗Rð Þ , where

R ¼ σ2e1 σe12
σe12 σ2e2

� �
is the residual variance and covari-

ance matrix of the two traits.
Although DRP is usually used as the response variable

for genomic predictions, in this study, conventional
EBVs were used to omit the extra calculation of DRP but
without losing the generality of the comparisons be-
tween the different scenarios. The EBVs of the animals
were estimated from phenotypic data of all the dams in
G1–G4 using both a single-trait and a multiple-trait ani-
mal model. The models for estimating EBVs were con-
sistent with the genomic prediction models described
above, but incorporating a pedigree-based genetic rela-
tionship matrix, instead of a genomic relationship
matrix. The variance components were estimated from
the data and used to calculate the EBVs and GEBVs
using the average information REML algorithm (AI-
REML). The analysis was executed using the DMU
package [31].

Evaluation of genomic prediction
The evaluation was based on 10 replicates for each sce-
nario and the average of the results was reported. The
positions and effects of the QTLs were randomized, and
the initial population was generated separately for each
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replicate. For each scenario, the reliability of the gen-
omic predictions was measured as the squared correl-
ation between the GEBVs and the TBVs (R2

GEBV ).
Unbiasedness was assessed by regression of the TBVs on
the GEBVs. Because EBV is a regressed variable, using
EBV as the response variable for genomic prediction will
deflate the GEBV in proportion to the reliability of the
EBV. GEBV in the real scale can be obtained by scaling
GEBV with 1/r2EBV , where r2EBV is the average reliability
of EBVs of the animals in the reference population[26].
Therefore, the regression coefficients were calculated
based on the original GEBV and the rescaled GEBV. A
Hotelling-Williams t test [32,33] was used to determine
the difference between the validation correlations ob-
tained from the single-trait and multi-trait models.
Results
Reliability of EBV and regression coefficient of TBV
on EBV
For the animals with no records, the EBVs were pre-
dicted from the information of their relatives. For the
validation animals, the EBV for trait I (h2 = 0.30) had
much higher reliability than the EBV for trait II (h2 =
0.05), as shown in Table 1. The multiple-trait model did
not improve the reliability of the EBV for trait I, but sig-
nificantly increased the prediction accuracy of the EVB
for trait II. In addition, the multiple-trait model slightly
improved unbiasedness for trait II because, for trait II,
the regression coefficient was close to 1; however, the re-
gression coefficients between the single-trait and multiple-
trait models were not statistically different.
Reliability of GEBV
The reliabilities of the GEBVs for animals in the valid-
ation population are presented in Table 2. When no trait
records were missing, MTGM and STGM generated the
same reliability for trait I, while for trait II, MTGM in-
creased the reliability of the GEBV by 0.007 when using
the EBV response variable generated by the multi-trait
model (EBV_m) and by 0.033 when using the EBV re-
sponse variable generated by the single-trait model
Table 1 Reliability of estimated breeding values (EBVs) and re
subscripts are the standard deviations of 10 replicates)

Trait Reference animals Valid

Single-trait Multiple-trait Sing

R2EBVs
R2EBVm

R2EBVs

I 0.9510.001 0.9520.001 0.348

II 0.7920.004 0.8220.014 0.182

R2EBV : the squared correlation between conventional EBVs and true breeding value (
bEBV: the regression coefficient of TBV on the EBV for the validation animals;
EBV_s: EBV response variable estimated using the conventional single-trait linear m
EBV_m: EBV response variable estimated using the conventional multi-trait linear m
(EBV_s). When there were missing records for trait I,
the reliability of GEBV was 0.142 higher with MTGM
than with STGM using EBV_m and 0.111 higher using
EBV_s. When there were missing records in trait II, the
reliability of GEBV was 0.181 higher with MTGM than
with STGM using EBV_m and 0.211 higher using
EBV_s. Moreover, the reliability of the GEBVs generated
with the same model using EBV_m as the response vari-
able was higher than their reliability using EBV_s in all
scenarios with missing records.
The Hotelling Williams t test showed that the accur-

acy of genomic prediction using EBV_m was signifi-
cantly higher than the accuracy using EBV_s for traits
with missing records (Table 3). The differences in accur-
acy between the single-trait and multi-trait models were
not statistically significant in the scenarios with no miss-
ing records.

Regression of TBV on GEBV
Table 4 shows the regression coefficients of TBV on
GEBV in the validation data. For all scenarios, the inter-
cept was close to 0 (in the range −0.018 to 0.012, data
not shown). Before rescaling the GEBVs the regression
coefficients (bGEBV_m and bGEBV_s) were greater than 1
for all scenarios, and this was more serious for trait II
(low heritability) than for trait I (high heritability). After
rescaling the GEBVs (by dividing the GEBVs by the aver-
age reliability of the EBVs), the newly calculated regres-
sion coefficients (bGEBV_mc and bGEBV_sc) ranged from
0.832 to 1.002 (with an average of 0.907) using EBV_m,
and from 0.964 to 1.069 (with an average of 1.021) using
EBV_s. In general, the differences between the regres-
sion coefficients for STGM and MTGM using the same
response variables were small.

Discussion
The main advantage of MTGM over STGM is that
MTGM uses information from genetically correlated
traits [10,11]. The present study showed that MTGM
gave more accurate GEBVs than STGM for the trait with
low heritability and for the trait that had missing data
when the data for the genetically correlated traits were
gression coefficients of true breeding value on EBV (The

ation animals

le-trait Multiple-trait

bEBV _ s R2EBVm
bEBV _m

0.023 0.9700.034 0.3500.024 0.9710.037

0.009 0.9050.074 0.2290.019 0.9190.071

TBV) for the reference and validation animals;

ixed model;
ixed model.



Table 2 Reliability of genomic estimated breeding values
(GEBVs) for the validation animals (The subscripts are the
standard deviations 10 replicates)

Trait Data type Single-trait Multiple-trait

R2GEBVm R2GEBVs R2GEBVm R2GEBVs
I No missing for

both traits
0.8740.003 0.8730.002 0.8740.001 0.8730.002

Missing for trait I 0.4740.006 0.4730.008 0.6160.004 0.5840.004

II No missing for
both traits

0.7180.007 0.7230.006 0.7250.005 0.7560.006

Missing for trait II 0.3730.010 0.3380.013 0.5540.009 0.5490.011

R2GEBV : the squared correlation between GEBV and true breeding value (TBV) for
the validation animals using the single-trait and multi-trait models;
GEBV_m: GEBV predicted using the EBV response variable estimated using the
conventional multi- trait linear mixed model;
GEBV_s: GEBV predicted using the EBV response variable estimated using the
conventional single trait linear mixed model.
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complete. Hayashi and Iwata [12] reported that, com-
pared to single-trait analysis, accuracy was increased
with multi-trait analysis for a low heritability trait (h2 =
0.1) that had a high genetic correlation (0.7) with a high
heritability trait (h2 = 0.8), using Bayesian variable selec-
tion models. In the present study, MTGM was favorable
for the trait with a small number of records, which is
very important in practical breeding programs because
phenotype information for all traits of interest is often
not available for all the animals in a reference popula-
tion. For example, there is usually a limited amount of
data for traits that are difficult or expensive to measure,
such as carcass, feed efficiency, and disease traits. The
accuracies of GEBVs obtained using a STGM will be low
for traits with limited phenotypic data. By using infor-
mation from the correlated and more easily measured
traits, a MTGM will improve the accuracies of the
GEBVs that are obtained. However, a MTGM will not be
distinctly better than a STGM for traits with high herit-
ability and for traits whose complete phenotypic data are
available. This result was congruent with the findings of
Table 3 t values of Hotelling Williams t test in difference
between correlations (correlation between genomic
prediction and true breeding value) from the single- trait
and the multiple-trait models

Trait Data type Hotelling Williams t value

GEBV_m GEBV_s

I No missing for both traits 0.000 0.000

Missing for trait I 7.156** 6.237**

II No missing for both traits 0.718 2.701

Missing for trait II 8.079** 8.883**

**Significantly different (P > 0.01).
GEBV_m: the genomic estimated breeding value (GEBV) predicted using the
EBV response variable estimated from the conventional multi-trait linear
mixed model.
GEBV_s: the GEBV predicted using the EBV response variable estimated from
the conventional single-trait linear mixed model.
Hayashi and Iwata [12] who reported that multiple-trait
and single-trait analyses made no difference to the predic-
tion accuracy for a trait with high heritability (h2 = 0.8).
In this study, for the validation animals with no miss-

ing data, the reliability of GEBVs for the high heritability
trait (h2 = 0.3) ranged from 0.873 to 0.874, and for low
heritability trait (0.05) the reliability of GEBVs ranged
from 0.718 to 0.756. However, the reliability of EBVs for
the same animals ranged from 0.348 to 0.350 for the
high heritability trait and from 0.182 to 0.229 for low
heritability trait. These results showed that the reliability
of GEBV was much higher than the reliability of EBV,
and there were smaller differences in the reliability of
GEBV between the low heritability and high heritability
traits compared with the differences in the reliability of
EBV. Su et al. [9] also reported relatively small differ-
ence in reliability of GEBV between milk (high heritabil-
ity) and fertility (low heritability) in a Danish Holstein
population. The small difference in reliability of GEBV
for the validation animals between low and high herit-
ability traits indicated that genetic evaluation using gen-
omic prediction is relatively more beneficial for the trait
with low heritability, particularly when no records are
available for the candidate animals and their offspring
(e.g., the pre-selection of young bulls for progeny test-
ing). Therefore, compared with selection based on con-
ventional EBV, genomic selection makes it relatively
easier to improve functional traits such as udder health
and fertility by reducing the cost of inputs [34], and to
obtain a balanced genetic progress between functional
traits and production traits.
In the present study, EBVs estimated from a single-trait

or multiple-trait model (based on pedigree information)
were used as response variables for genomic prediction.
The results indicated that the reliability of GEBVs using
EBV_m as the response variable were slightly higher than
their reliability using EBV_s, except for trait II with no
missing data. The reliability of GEBVs using EBV_m im-
proved by 0.1% to 3.5% points compared with their reli-
ability using EBV_s, because, in the multi-trait model,
information about the correlated trait was used. Because
the correlated trait data were used to estimate EBV_m, it
can be argued that a multiple-trait model will be better
than a single-trait model for genomic prediction when
EBV_m is used as the response variable. The results from
this study showed that even when the response variable
was obtained from the multiple-trait model, the reliability
of genomic prediction using MTGM was further im-
proved over the reliability of STGM. A possible reason
could be that the use of information from the correlated
trait may not be exactly the same in the conventional
BLUP and GBLUP methods. Thus, additional information
from the correlated trait may be available for genomic pre-
diction of the target trait, even though the response



Table 4 Regression coefficients of true breeding values on genomic estimated breeding values for the validation
animals (The subscripts are the standard deviations of 10 replicates)

Trait Data type Single-trait Multiple-trait

bGEBV_m bGEBV_mc bGEBV_s bGEBV_sc bGEBV_m bGEBV_mc bGEBV_s bGEBV_sc

I No missing for both traits 1.1050.016 1.0020.015 1.1080.017 1.0060.016 1.1050.016 1.0030.015 1.1120.017 1.0080.016

Missing for trait I 1.0660.029 0.9590.032 1.0710.034 0.9640.037 1.0890.029 0.9800.031 1.0840.046 0.9750.048

II No missing for both traits 1.2400.049 0.8750.038 1.4860.060 1.0480.054 1.2500.049 0.8800.038 1.5160.059 1.0690.055

Missing for trait II 1.2120.116 0.8480.089 1.4440.209 1.0100.156 1.1900.067 0.8320.042 1.5670.121 1.0950.082

bGEBV: the regression coefficient of true breeding values (TBV) on the estimated breeding values (EBVs) for the validation animals.
GEBV_m: the genomic estimated breeding value (GEBV) predicted using the EBV response variable calculated from the conventional multi-trait linear
mixed model.
GEBV_s: the GEBV predicted using the EBV response variable calculated from the conventional single-trait linear mixed model.
GEBV_mc: GEBV_m divided by the average reliability of EBV for the reference animals.
GEBV_sc: GEBV_s divided by the average reliability of EBV for the reference animals.
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variable was obtained using the information of the corre-
lated trait. A more important reason is that the prediction
of GEBVs for the validation animals can use the informa-
tion of the correlated trait directly through the covariance
structure among the traits.
In the simulations, all the phenotypic records were

available for the estimation of EBVs. The data with miss-
ing records for genomic prediction were generated by
masking some of the EBVs. In a real world application
however, missing phenotypes cannot be used to estimate
EBVs. Therefore, in the scenarios with missing records,
the prediction accuracy that was obtained in this study
could be higher than the accuracy expected in the real
world. On the other hand, the gain from using a multi-
trait model in a real scenario with missing records might
be larger than the gain from the simulated scenario, be-
cause the amount of information of the related trait in
relation to the trait of interest would be relatively larger.
In this study, a GBLUP model was used for multiple-

trait genomic prediction. Compared with the Bayesian
variable selection models, the advantages of the multiple-
trait GBLUP model are its low computational demand
and its straightforward implementation using existing
methodologies and standard linear mixed model software.
However, the GBLUP model assumes that the effects of all
the SNPs have the same normal distribution for a trait,
and that the covariance between traits is the same for all
SNP effects. This assumption may be not very appropriate
and could limit the advantage of the GBLUP multiple-trait
genomic prediction method. Hayashi and Iwata [12] used
Bayesian variable selection models for multiple-trait gen-
omic prediction. The Bayesian models assume a propor-
tion of the SNP markers have an effect while others have a
null effect, which describes the property of SNP effects
more appropriately. However, their models assume a SNP
either has an effect on all traits in the model or has no ef-
fect on any of the traits, and that the covariance between
traits is the same for all SNP effects. In a real life scenario,
different traits are affected by different sets of genes, and
some genes have effects on more than one trait. More
sophisticated models that can account for these features
are required to fully exploit the advantages of multiple-
trait genomic prediction.

Conclusions
The results reported here suggest that a MTGM can im-
prove the accuracy of genomic predictions, especially for
low heritability traits and for traits with only a small
amount of phenotype data. The EBV response variables
derived from the multiple-trait and single-trait models
had a relatively small influence on the reliability of
GEBVs for the trait without missing data. However, for
the trait with missing data, the response variable ob-
tained from the multiple-trait model gave better gen-
omic predictions than the response variable obtained
from the single-trait model. Even when response vari-
ables derived from the multiple-trait model were used,
the genomic prediction using MTGM still generated
GEBVs with higher reliability than the GEBVs generated
using STGM.
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